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A.
Allen, Henry "HIPPIE"
Austin, Charles "TUBBY"
Austin, Ralph "MUTT"

B.
Bassett, Arthur "CHUB"
Barber, Frank "JAKE"
Barber, Arthur "CUBAN"
Batarsee, Charles "CHUCK"
Beagle, Leon "CURLY"
Blake, Clark "SENATOR"
Briggs, John "BUD"
Bushee, George "PUNK"

C.
Casey, Bartholomew "BATTY"
Cherbonneau, Donald "NIPPER"
Chase, George "NOBBY"
Cherbonneau, Forrest "HEFTY"
Cherbonneau, George "HAPPY"
Ciocca, Germano "JOKER"
Colvin, George "SPEED"
Colvin, Clifton "HONEY"
Colvin, Vernon "DUSTY"
Cole, Walter "MOUTH"
Cushman, William C. H. "BIG BILL"

D.
Dedrick, Marrion "BLONDY"
Dailey, Edward "TOAD"
Dwyer, William "BRAGGO"
Darling, Henry "MONKEY"

E.
Elwell, Elias "DIDE"
Evans, Adelbert "CHICK"

F.
Flanders, Ernest "GOOSEY"
Fitzgerald, Frank "HOOKER"
Fitzsimmons, John "LOOK-UP"
Fitzgerald, Will "JOHN BENT"
Fitzgerald, Mike "CURLY"
Fitzgerald, John "TEET"
Foote, Abraham "FUDGY"
G.
Gaul, Ralph "DOC"
Green, Frank "STUBBY"
Green, George, "SIMIE"

H.
Hall, William "AXIE"
Harlan, Charles "CHICK"
Hart, Frank "SNOWBALL"
Harris, Charles "SCOUT"
Hanks, Lucien "JUNE"
Harrington, Clarence "CHUB"
Harrington, Walton "FIDO"
Hewitt, Merritt "BUD"
Hewson, Edward "PEANUT"
Houghton, George "SQUASH"
Howe, Frank "SWILLCART"
Howe, Patrick "GINGER"
Howe, James "CONICK"
Howe, Tom "PIPER"
Hedding, Earl "JAKE"

I.

J.

K.
Kenyon, Fred "CYCLONE"
Knapp, Fred "FRIGATE"
Kipp, Charles "Butch"

L.
Lauzon, Francis "BUD"
Legacy, Edward "PETE"
Loomis, Clifton "SKIP"
Lyons, Laurence "PETE"

M.
Mahew, Stewart "FRENCHY"
Mahen, Tom "CARP"
Martin, Eugene "SKUNK"
Mattison, Walter "SQUARE"(SQUARE)
Mattison, Harry "TOOT"
Mattison, George "CROOKED"
Mattison, Gaylord "BUCKET"
Matteson, Edgar "BUD"
Matteson, George "WHIT"
McCarthy, William "BIG-BILL"
McCarthy, Patrick "LUGENE"
McCarthy, Daniel "TOUGH"
McCarthy, Bernard "BARNEY"
McGinnis, John "BUD"
McGovern, Vincent "MUSHRAT"

Morris, John "BUSTER"
Morrissey, Patrick "BRUSER"
Murphy, Philip "FLIP"
Moxley, Morris "MOKIE"
Moxley, George "SLICKER"
Moxley, Rudolph "DUMPY"
Mattison, Harry "HODGER"
Mattison, Bernard "IKE"

N.
Newton, Emory "SPIKE"
Norton, Ralph "BUD"

O.

P.
Patten, Raymond "RUSTY"
Patten, Earl "SPIDER"
Percey, Martin "JUNIOR"
Phillips, Webb "REDNECK"
Parker, Clarence "CAP"
Powers, Edward "GOOLEY"
Powers, William "DIVER"
Powers, Thomas P. "BABY TOM"
Powers, Thomas J. "MOPE"

Q.

R.
Ryan, John "SKIP"
Riley, Edma "BRUD"
Rackliffe, Earlon "IKE"

S.
Salmon, Ransom "HAPPY"
Salmon, Asahel "ACE"
Salmon, Edward "MOE"
Sanborn, Lorenzo "SAM"
Shepard, Clifford "CAP"
Shanahan, Martin "IKE"
Shanahan, Edward "DIDDLE"
Shanahan, William "SHARK"
Simmons, H.C. "GID"
Simmons, Bernis "WILLIE"
Sinay, Bernard "PUNK"
Smith, Fred "BULGER"
Simmons, Herman "Jack"(GRAB)
Simmons, Fred "CHUBBY"
Stewart, Ralph "PEGGY"
T.

Tinney, Francis "BUD"
Thomson, Alex "SCOTTIE"
Tompkins, Valdia "BADGER"
Toomey, Charles "CHUCK"

U.

V.

Vadakin, Robert "SPEAR"
VanOrman, George "BONEY"

W.

Warner, Warren "WAD"
Walsh, John "Kelly"
Welch, Frank "BLOSSOM"
Welch, Raymond "RED"
Welling, Frederick "MAYOR"
Wickenden, Arthur "WICK"
Williams, Harold "HOMER"
White, George "ITCHY"
White, William "SCRATCHY"
White, Harry "SAMMY" (SHOCKET)
White, Lewis "JOEY"
White, Earl "JELLY"
White, Waldo "BUBBLE"
White, Eugene Leslie "MIDDLINGS"
White, Wells "BLACKBIRD"
White, J. Edward "DEMOCRAT"
White, Ralph "POP"
Whitman, Walter "DOGGY" (BIBLEBACK)
Wardell, (tinsmith) "DUKE"